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INTRODUCTION
If you are married or have a

If you’re like me, or most of

family, you likely have very little

the world population, you likely

time to sit down and read. The

did not grow up with a healthy

fact that you’ve even found a

example of what marriage or

moment to be reading this right

family looks like. According to

now is a ‘win’ in itself! I know

census.gov, 50% of marriages

your time is valuable, and the

that started in the 1970’s-1980’s

last thing I want to do is waste

ended in divorce. This means that

it. In fact, I’d rather you spend

the majority of us millennials

less time reading how to be a

who are now married and raising

better parent, and more time

a family of our own, had no

practicing; which is why this

real-life example of seeing what

e-book is designed to be read in

it means to struggle through a

one sitting.

committed marriage and raise

As men, we are constantly being

a family.

told to “step up and lead our

We love the idea of stepping

family”. Sometimes this message

up to spiritually lead our family,

comes through subtle looks or

but the truth is, we have no idea

statements given to us by our

what we’re doing. The goal of

wife. Other times it is given to

this book is to give you some

us through shouting in the heat

practical ways that you can

of an argument. But the message

immediately start using to lead

is clear: our family wants and

your family toward Jesus. Let’s

needs us to lead them.

dive in.
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Pray

To not pray is to silently declare
that you have more power over your
situation than Jesus does.

I know what you’re thinking,

out; Behavior modification

“Come on, Jerrad, I thought this

is exhausting.

was supposed to be practical, and
now you’re asking me to pray?”.
Yep. I am.
Because if you manage to
succeed in everything this short
book has to offer, and yet fail to
pray, you will have not succeeded
at all.You will have instead, simply
changed your behavior.
Your wife, your kids, and your
Heavenly Father are not wanting
you to just change your behavior,
they are wanting your heart to
passionately chase after God.
And the reality is, you can’t fake
that. If you’re heart isn’t changed,
you are going to wear yourself

PRAY

Brothers, the best way to lead
your family is to quietly get
away and ask Jesus to change
your heart. Ask him to draw you
closer to himself. Ask him to give
you the the strength, wisdom,
patience, and grace to lead your
family by His spirit.
To not pray is to silently declare
that you have more control over
your situation than Jesus does.
Dude, I assure you that is not
the case. I don’t care how great
of a leader you are, if you want
to lead your family toward Jesus,
you will need to rely on His
Spirit to do it.
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Seek youR
Wife’s
Heart

One of the most romantic things
you can do for your wife is to think
through quality questions and
engage with her at the heart level.

SEEK YOUR
WIFE’S HEART
This may be the hardest one on

spend time with your wife, seek

the list. As a man, you’re probably

after her heart. Ask questions that

pulling 40-60 hour work weeks

go deeper than “How was your

and it’s hard not to look back on

day?”. The answer to that question

the days where you could come

is probably more complex than

home, drink a beer, and watch TV

she has energy for. Instead, ask

before crashing in bed. Those days

her about the highlights of her day.

are long gone. God has called us

Ask her where she feels like she

to a new season of manhood and

is at with the Lord and how you

maturity. When we clock-out at

can help encourage her in that

work, the real work begins.You

arena. One of the most romantic

take a deep breath, walk in the

things you can do for your wife is

house, and pour out every ounce

to think through quality questions

of energy you’ve got with the

and engage with her at the heart

kids. But the work doesn’t stop

level.

when they head off to bed. As you
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Find a
Tribe

Let us make man in our imagine.

In 2016 our family made a goal

before humanity did. We were

to host 100 people in our home

meant to do life with others.

for dinner. We didn’t do this
because we are great cooks or
phenomenal hosts. In fact, many
of those nights are spent with
take-and-bake pizza eaten on
paper plates. We did this because
we want our marriage and our
kids to be exposed to people
outside of our home.

having the guts to live our
lives around other people. I’m
not talking about having tons
of surface acquaintances, I’m
talking real friendship. The kind
of friends who can tell that your
marriage is suffering, simply by
spending 5 minutes around you.

Some of my deepest moments

The kind of friends who call you

of sin, shame, guilt, and fear have

out when you’re too distracted

come when I was isolated from

with work and starting to neglect

Christian community. Our soul

your family. The kind of friends

needs it, and yet for most of us,

who will laugh with you until

we actually avoid it like the plague.

2am as you play board games and

There is something deep within

try to not wake the kids up. And

our core that longs to be known

the kind of friends who will cry

and to feel a sense of belonging.

with you as you suffer the pain of

God designed us that way! We

a miscarriage or serious illness.

see it back in Genesis when God
the Father says, “Let us make
man in our imagine.” God, by
his very nature, is relational. The
community of The Father, The Son
and The Holy Spirit existed well

FIND A TRIBE

Part of leading our family means

If it’s true that we are all made in
the image of God, that means that
every single human relationship
offers the opportunity to teach
you and your family something
new about His character.
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LEARN TO
APOLOGIZE

HUMILITY TAKES MUCH
MORE STRENGTH THAN PRIDE.

LEARN TO
APOLOGIZE
At it’s core, the gospel of Jesus

Somehow we’ve convinced

is this: We are all screwed up

ourselves that we need to be the

and in need of serious grace.

“know-it-all” of the family. The guy

And instead of God baling on us,

who fixes everything and has the

leaving us in our mess, he instead

answer to every problem. The guy

pursues and rescues us.

who doesn’t mess up.

This is good news.

And then one day, as a Christian

But it’s only good news when
we realize that we actually need
grace. That we fall short all
the time. In fact, the more we
realize how jacked up we all are,
the more amazing that grace
becomes.
This is where we can really
confuse our kids as dads.

dad, you try and teach your kids
that they are in need of grace
and should turn to Jesus for
forgiveness.Yet, they’ve never seen
you do that. They’ve never heard
the words “I’m sorry” come from
your mouth. They have no context
for seeing dad admit to his failures
and ask for forgiveness.
In many ways, if always being
right is a sign of strength, you are
asking your kids to be weak by
turning to Jesus for forgiveness.

Saying the words, “I’m sorry”, and

Modeling strength for our

saying them often, models to our

kids, especially our boys, is not

kids that it’s ok to fall short. It

teaching them to have all the

demonstrates that there is grace

right answers. We model strength

beyond our short-comings and

when we have the courage to say,

no one is expected to be perfect.

“I’m sorry. I wronged you and I’d

It’s this type of fathering that

like to ask for your forgiveness”

will make the Good News of
Jesus easier to understand when
one day our children recognize

Humility takes much more
strength than pride.

their own junk and turn to the

When you fail your kids,

Father for grace. They will be

apologize. When you fail your

able to do it with both humility

wife, let them see you ask for

and confidence, because they’ve

forgiveness. By doing this, you

seen their daddy do it time and

are actually planting gospel seeds

time again.

in their hearts, well before they
can even fully understand the
Good News.

LEARN TO
APOLOGIZE
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Find a
Mentor

THE TRUTH IS,
YOU HAVE BLINDSPOTS.

FIND A
MENTOR
Whether it’s asking for

impressions and have no problem

directions, or figuring out how to

keeping relationships at a surface

beat an addiction, we don’t like

level, but after weeks of having

seeking out others for help. Most

someone dig deeper and really

men label themselves as “fixers”

try to get to know me, I get

or “problem solvers”, so to ask

incredibly squeamish.

someone else to speak into your
life and poten- tially call you out
on any blindspots is a bit out of
our comfort zone.

Despite my massive discomfort
and insecurity, I continued to
meet with this man for several
years. He has now become like

A few years back I had a guy

a father to me. He knows how

from the church ask me if I

to challenge me as a disciple,

would be interested in meeting

husband, father, friend, pastor,

with him on a weekly basis, as

and man. And for some- one

sort of a mentorship. I have

who didn’t grow up with a father

a hard time saying no, so I

around, he as taught me one of

begrudgingly agreed. If I’m honest,

the most valuable lessons I could

the first few meetings were

ever learn; that I can be both

excruciating! In the process, I

fully known and fully loved at the

learned something new about

same time. He is a gift from God.

myself; I am great at first

The truth is, I had blindspots;

who has gone before you and

areas of my life that needed

experienced things you have yet

attention that I was completely

to experience. To lead your family

oblivious to. When I was 20, I

means finding someone who

would look back and think about

will pour their life into yours.

how dumb I was as a 15 year old.

Someone who will cheer you on

Now as a nearly 30 year old man,

as you battle through manhood,

I am doing the same toward my

and someone who will challenge

25 year old self. We always have

your flesh when you gravitate

room to learn and grow, despite

toward selfish- ness. Seek out a

how much we think we know

man you respect and have the

about life.

courage and humility to ask them

If you are a young husband
or dad, you need someone

FIND A
MENTOR

to speak into your life.
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Make
Every
hour count

WE DON’T DRIFT INTO HEALTHY HABITS,
WE MUST BE INTENTIONAL.

MAKE EVERY
HOUR COUNT
I’m a big fan of financial guru,

intentional! If we simply hope that

Dave Ramsey. He has helped

we will spend quality time with

thousands of families get out out

the Lord and our family, there will

debt and experience financial

never be enough time. We must

freedom. One lesson that he

assign every hour a task.

teaches early on is to assign
every dollar a task. What he
means by this is that you won’t
just drift into financial freedom,
you must be intentional. If you
do not assign every dollar a task,
it will find a way to be spent in
other areas that are not helpful.
The same truth can be said about
our time.
We will not naturally drift into
becoming faithful disciples,
husbands, and fathers. We must be

One exercise that I like to do
with guys that I coach is ask
them to write down everything
that is a priority to them as
man. Typically, their list looks
something like this:

1. God
2. Wife
3. Family
4. Work
5. Friends
6. Fun

From there, I ask them to write

truth is all I need to do is check

down how many hours per

your bank account and calendar.

week they spend on each of the
things that they say is priority to
them. The answers typically look
like this:

assigning every hour a task.You
have just as much time in each
week as the President of the

1. God – 1.5 hours
2. Wife – 1 hour
3. Family – 4 hours
4. Work – 40-60 hours
5. Friends – 2 hours

United States and every CEO

6. Fun – 0 hours

on a vacation as a family, it needs

It’s pretty obvious that there
is a discrepancy between what
they say is valuable and how they
spend their time.You can try to
convince me what you value until
you are blue in the face, but the

MAKE EVERY
HOUR COUNT

Leading your family means

in the world. Time is not the
problem, intentionality is. If you
want to date your wife, you
need to schedule them in your
calendar. If you want to get away
to be scheduled well in advance.
Pull out your calendar right now.
Seriously. Block out times to do
the things you say are priority to
you and then protect that time!
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Study
God’s
Word

WE ARE ALL PRONE TO MAKING UP GOD’S IN
OUR OWN HEAD. THIS IS IDOLATRY.

STUDY
GOD’S WORD
This one is so obvious that it’s
often overlooked.
I don’t want to over-spiritualize
this here, but I am convinced
that the enemy works tirelessly
to keep you from reading
God’s word.

Let me make two quick points:
Firstly, God’s word is alive
and active.
Whether you’ve been following
Jesus for 2 minutes or 200 years,
there is more to learn about
Him. 2 Timothy 3:16 says that,
“All Scripture is breathed out by
God and profitable for teaching,
for reproof, for correction, and
for training in righteousness.” I
don’t care how much you know
about Jesus, you still need to be
taught, rebuked, corrected, and
trained in righteousness.

The second point I would make

If you want to lead your family,

is that if you are not learning

study God’s word and let him

God’s character by studying who

speak for himself regarding who

he says he is in scripture, then

he is. As you get to know the real

you are likely making up who

creator, it will come naturally to

God is in your own head. This is

talk to your wife and kids about

a dangerous pattern that we are

him.

all capable of falling into. Without
God defining for himself who
he is, we start to define who we

help you ge started:

want him to be. When we do

The Bible App (Great resource

this, though, God starts to look

for finding reading plans to keep

a lot like us. He sounds like we

you on track)

sound, likes what we like, and
dislikes what we dislike. In fact,
he starts to look less like Jesus
and more like us.
This is idolatry and we are
worshipping a god that we have
made up in our own mind.

STUDY
GOD’S WORD

Here are some tools that might

The Bible Project (These guys
are AMAZING at breaking down
the Bible, book by book, into
easy to understand videos)
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Be
VULNERABLE

HAVING EMOTIONS DOESN’T MAKE YOU A
BAD LEADER, BE INAUTHENTIC DOES.

BE
VULNERABLE
I recently met with a guy in his

For whatever reason, men are

early 20’s who told me that

generally taught that emotions

his girlfriend deeply desires for

equate to weakness. Friends,

him to lead them spiritually as

let me remind you that we

a couple. He was totally up for

serve an emotional God. Jesus

the task, but had no idea where

cried, wept, showed anger, and

to begin. He had been serving in

expressed affection. He was

the military for several years and

deeply emotional, and yet still the

already had experience leading

greatest and strongest leader the

others, but when it came to

world has ever known.

taking the spiritual reigns, he was
totally clueless.

One of the greatest ways to lead
your family is to be vulnerable

I asked how he felt he was

enough to show your emotion.

doing when it comes to being

This doesn’t mean you need to

vulnerable with his girlfriend. He

be out of control, but it does

dropped his head and sheepishly

require you to be authentic.

said, “In the military, we are

When you’re sad, be sad, when

taught to show no emotion.

you’re happy, be joyful, and when

I’ve honestly forgot how to

you’re angry, calmly express what

express them and it is killing our

is frustrating you. Emotions do

relationship.”

not make you a bad leader, but

He isn’t alone.

being inauthentic does.
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Be
Present

YOUR WIFE AND KIDS DON’T WANT THE
LATEST TOYS, GADGETS, AND CLOTHES, AS
MUCH AS THEY WANT YOU.

Ultimately leadership is about

Let me say it this way;Your eyes

trust. If no one is following you,

have the power to communicate

then you are not a leader. And no

value. So what are you looking at?

one follows someone that they
do not trust.

readers to love their wives the

So how do you build trust with

same way that Christ loves his

your wife and kids?

church. Think about this for a

At the end of the day, your family
needs to know that they are
valuable to you. That they matter.

second. Jesus’ love for us was
relentless, passionate, focused,
unconditional, determined, and
unwavering. No one would ever

There are a million things fighting

use the word “distracted” when

for your attention; TV, sports,

describing the way that Jesus

video games, your boss, your

loved his church.

friends, your projects, your
addictions, etc. And it doesn’t
matter how much you tell your
wife and kids that they are loved
and valued, if they see your eyes
looking at things other than them
for the majority of the time, they
will know what is ultimately most
valuable to you.

Be Present

Paul, in Ephesians 5, tells his

Leading your family means loving
them in that way. Set down your
phone, set boundaries at work,
turn off the TV, and give your
family the attention they need.
Give them your eyes.
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Repent

YOUR FAMILY ISN’T SEEKING
CHANGED BEHAVIOR, BUT RATHER,
A CHANGED HEART.

Repent
I’d like to leave you where we

Friends, my greatest advice to

started; If God isn’t changing

you would be to seek the Lord

your heart, then we are simply

with all your heart, all your soul,

just changing our behavior.

all your strength, and all your

Your family doesn’t need

mind (Duet 6:5). Repent from

changed behavior, they need a

your own selfishness and turn

changed heart.

back to the One who has taught

Leading your family will start
with repentance. I can’t tell you

you how to best love your family
by the way he has loved you.

how many times I’ve laid on my

Finally, have the humility to sit

face in the living room while the

your family down and repent to

family was asleep and asked the

them. Ask them to forgive you

Lord to forgive me. To forgive me

for not leading them in the way

for pursuing my own selfishness,

you know the Lord has called

my own desires, and my own

you to and commit to serving

lusts. To forgive me for neglecting

them more passionately moving

my family. And ultimately to

forward.

forgive me for not loving them
the way that he has loved us.

I am convinced that there is no
greater battle than trying to be
a Godly man who passionately
leads his family. The en- emy will
do whatever it takes to derail
you. When we take our final
breath, may we be able to say the
same words as the Apostle Paul,

Repent

“I have fought the good
fight. I have finished
the race. I have kept the
faith.”
(2 Timothy 4:7)

Stay in
Touch

DON’T BE A STRANGER.

STAY IN TOUCH
I’d love to hear your questions,
comments, feedback.
Shoot me an e-mail at

hello@dadtired.com
Subscribe to stay up to date

www.DadTired.com

Social Media
Instagram: @dad.tired
Facebook: facebook.com/dadtiredblog/
Closed Facebook group for men
Snapchat: dad.tired
Twitter: @Dadtiredpodcast

